Literal biblical interpretation advocates the view that at the outset of the paradise story Adam and Eve were only banned to eat of the tree of knowledge. The present paper challenges this view through an economic, rational choice interpretation and the application of a self-interested decision calculus (model of economic man). I mount the thesis that, on grounds of a rational choice reconstruction, Adam and Eve must have been implicitly banned from the outset not to eat of the tree of life, despite no explicit ban being stated in Genesis. The paper argues for the validity and insightfulness of such a rational choice analysis of the paradise story, which considerably clarifies the conceptual logic and structure of the Eden story.
Introduction
In biblical interpretation, both mainstream theological exegesis and modern or postmodern, critical approaches, it is generally accepted that Adam and Eve were only banned to eat of the tree of knowledge when the story of the theft unfolds.
3 Biblical interpretation here "being divine" is set out through the two prerogatives of ultimate knowledge and immortality, as reflected by the two paradisiacal trees in the middle of the Garden: "Man could become God if only he were to eat from the tree of knowledge and the tree of life." 10 Hence, Adam and Eve could only turn into gods should they succeed to acquire both ultimate knowledge and eternal life. Two separate "requirements" and two essential motives can in this regard be identified in the paradise story. As much as Westermann attests that "wisdom" and "eternal life" set out divinity 11 , he, however, unconvincingly claims in this connection that the two trees were logically unconnected. 12 I agree with him that the two trees reflect two separate motives but I disagree that the trees were logically unconnected: The logical connection that exists between them was clearly realized, for instance, by Fromm, as quoted above -Adam and Eve turning into gods should they succeed to eat of both trees.
Theological interpretation also hinted at a ban for the tree of life, specifically so when characterizing the serpent as the guardian of the tree of life who "shielded the fruit of immortality with words" from Adam and Eve: in this connection, interpreters suggested that the tree of life was unattainable but not banned. 13 However, there is nothing explicitly stated in Genesis regarding a guarding function of the serpent for the tree of life.
Nevertheless, it is worthwhile noting that a "guardian" is not a physical impediment. Rather, 12 Ibid., 271. 13 See Dragga, "Genesis 2-3", 12; similarly ibid., 7; Westermann, Genesis 1-11, 272. 6 one has to ask the question of authority: On whose authority did the serpent supposedly guard the tree of life? It is hardly conceivable that the snake acted on own authority in this matter. How could she? Why should she? The only credible authority seems to be God who had created Eden. So, if one wanted to argue that the snake protected the tree of life, this leads back to the question of whether this tree was actually banned (rather than being permitted but not attainable).
These insights provide the starting point for a critical rational choice interpretation of the question whether Adam and Eve were banned, from the outset of the paradise story, not to eat of the tree of life. I advance the thesis that an implicit ban regarding the tree of life must be assumed in order to preserve not only the conceptual logic of the paradise story itself but also the theory building strategy of the Old Testament as it subsequently drives social analysis after the paradise story, especially on moral autonomy of humans and the social contracts they negotiate with God (the covenants) and among themselves. The paper mounts this thesis and builds its arguments by drawing on economic, rational choice theory, and here in particular the calculus of self-interested choice as it heuristically sets outs the model of economic man ("homo economicus").
The methodological approach followed by the paper links to the textual, narrative approach and, like Brett, I endorse methodological pluralism for interpreting the Old Testament. 14 In our case, rational choice theory provides the textual interpretation and reading schema through which I analyse the paradise story. Although, I would cast the interpretative community to which this paper belongs much wider than rational choice 14 economics, particularly extending to fields like theology and the scientific study of religion.
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How to apply the textual approach to Old Testament analysis has been set out in more detail elsewhere. 16 However, it is worthwhile to recapitulate one or two ideas of textual, narrative analysis which are especially important for the present paper. I connect to Brett who differentiated three types of authorial purposes or intentions of the biblical text 17 : First, he distinguished direct, explicit communicative intentions and purposes which are what an author is saying through the contents of the text ("text itself"); second, there are implied or indirect communicative intentions and purposes which are implications of the text about its contents, assumptions, etc. and which need to be deduced from the text ("deductions", "hypotheses"); third, motives can be identified which reflect reasons why an author is saying something, why text was created ("reasons why"). As explained, the key thesis of the present paper is that the Eden story rests on the underlying, implicit assumption that Adam and Eve were banned to eat of the tree of life from the outset of the paradise story. interpretation, contrary to expectations of some interpreters 18 , still can considerably contribute to improve our understanding of the paradise story.
In a first part of the paper, I briefly introduce rational choice theory and the way I apply it to the paradise story. Subsequently, I analyse through a rational choice reconstruction the question of whether Adam and Eve were banned or not banned to eat of the tree of life from the outset of the story, i.e. once Adam and Eve began to exist in the Garden Eden. Finally, I offer some conclusions.
Rational Choice Theory: A Brief Introduction
Rational choice theory, in one variant or another, lies at the heart of economic analysis. It suggests that an individual optimizes personal gain for self-interested purposes when making a choice between decision alternatives. What is understood by "optimizing" is not too great a concern for the present paper, implying either some strict maximization of utilities or expected utilities, as found in classical and neoclassical economics, or merely some kind of "satisficing" calculus, as postulated by behavioural economics. 19 The more significant element of rational choice which the paper draws upon is a calculus of selfinterested choice, as it essentially sets out the model of economic man ("homo economicus"). The key thesis I subsequently discuss for the paradise story is that a reconstruction of Genesis 2-3 through the application of the model of economic man yields new, clarifying and fascinating insights into the conceptual logic and structure of this story, especially regarding implied and implicit assumptions of the paradise story on a ban to eat of the tree of life.
Some Preliminary Considerations
On a first preliminary note, I discuss whether self-interested choice of humans could have had any role to play at all from the outset of human creation in Genesis. An initial insight is that, ultimately, Adam and Eve gave in to "temptation" and stole from the tree of knowledge. The theft reflects that self-interested choice, even in a "worse" manifestation than mere optimizing behaviour in the face of lawfully available choices, is an issue in the paradise story -at least so when the story concludes and the theft happens. However, was self-interested choice also an issue from the outset, once humans began to exist in the Garden Eden? This is clearly the case since, at the outset of human existence, God explicitly issued in Gen. 2:16-17 a -transgressive -ban regarding the tree of knowledge. If Adam and later Eve had not been created in a way that they could have sidestepped the ban, then the ban itself does not make much sense. The possibility of theft and with it the possibility of self-interested choice was thus an issue from the beginning. This insight justifies and legitimizes an economic, rational choice analysis of possibly self-interested behaviour of
Adam and Eve as soon as they had been created.
On a further preliminary consideration, I examine the question whether the tree of life and the tree of knowledge could be or even should be collapsed into one, single tree, namely the tree of knowledge. Some theological interpreters have argued this way. For instance, Krispenz hinted that there may only be enough room for one tree in the middle of the Garden Eden, especially if the idea of the garden were spatially, physically interpreted, so Krispenz. 29 However, other theological interpreters have suggested that the tree of life is of central importance to the story. 30 This latter suggestion rests on the insight that God's status of "being divine" reflects the two features of "knowledge of good and evil" and "immortality." The two trees in the middle of the garden symbolized these two features and hence, with it, two motives of the paradise story can be distinguished. Should humans succeed to appropriate both features -by eating of both trees -they would become gods (Gen. 3:22). 31 Consequently, from what is literally stated in Genesis (that there were two trees in the middle of the Garden) and how this has been interpreted by many theologians (regarding two defining features of divinity) it is fair to conclude that an analysis of two trees makes sense.
Also, it has been suggested that the spare presence of the tree of life in the paradise story, being only mentioned at the outset and the conclusion of the story (in Gen. 2:9 and 3:22-24) indicates insignificance of this tree. 32 In this connection, I only need the supplementary assumption that there are two trees in Genesis 2-3, which does not appear 29 See Krispenz, "Bäume", p. 304. 30 See Nicolas Wyatt, "Interpreting the Creation and Fall Story in Genesis 2-3", ZAW 93 (1981), 15-17. 31 See the literature quoted above on this issue. 32 See Rad, Genesis; Westermann, Genesis 1-11, 212. Westermann, Genesis 1-11, 186-187, reviews further literature on this issue.
to be critical. 33 It is not important at the outset of my analysis whether the tree of life is viewed as significant or insignificant. Although, as a result of my analysis, I will argue that the tree of life is considerably more important to the conceptual logic of the paradise story than it has been previously assumed -mainly because the mere presence of this tree implies, on grounds of a rational choice reconstruction, a second ban.
The Tree of Life and Rational, Self-interested Choice
I unravel the question whether there is, at the outset of the Eden story, an assumed ban regarding the tree of life, despite no such ban being explicitly stated, by starting with the conclusion of the story. In order to turn divine, of becoming gods, Adam and Eve needed to eat fruits of both the tree of life and the tree of knowledge. Gen. 3:22 is here explicit and I quoted supporting literature on this issue above. A critical question is in this respect whether Adam and Eve did know about this issue from the outset. Were they aware that eating of both "divine" trees would change their status of existence from being human to being divine? For one thing, Gen. 2:9 points at Adam and Eve's awareness that the two trees were special and different compared to the other trees. Theological interpreters also hint at the exceptional value of these two trees when suggesting that there were "ordinary trees"
in Eden and "two mysterious ones." 34 Especially centrality in the Garden Eden -being "in the middle of the garden" (Gen. 2:9) -suggests a high value of these trees or at least a higher value as compared to the other trees. Already centrality in itself, being in the middle, 33 See Stratton, Out of Eden, pp. 32-33. 34 Davidson, Genesis 1-11, p. 33.
should have helped Adam and Eve to distinguish "ordinary trees" from the less ordinary ones. The issue of being ordinary or less ordinary could be further followed up through economic, scarcity-based analysis. Furthermore, there is the explicit ban of Gen. 2:16-17 regarding the tree of knowledge. This ban should have also focused attention of Adam and Eve on both trees since both were in the middle of the Garden and since both trees came as "not ordinary" trees.
We could assume now, as theology conventionally does, that only one tree was banned (the tree of the knowledge of good and evil). What would a rationally acting, selfinterested Adam and Eve do in this situation? Being aware of the special -"mysterious", less ordinary, scarce -nature of both trees in the middle of the Garden, due to them being singled out by centrality and by one tree being explicitly banned, would Adam and Eve hesitate to eat of the tree of life? On grounds of rational choice, it is not even necessary to assume that Adam and Eve knew what specifically singled out the tree of life, namely immortality, in order for them to eat without hesitation of this tree. First, as noted, attention was drawn on the tree of life through centrality and through the ban regarding the tree of knowledge. Second, the expected utility of any sanctions instated by God and thus of "costs" or negative incentives for Adam and Eve for eating of the tree of life was zero (under the assumption that eating of this tree was not banned).
In difference, the death prognosis of Gen. 2:17 involved costs for eating of the tree of knowledge. At the extreme, it implied negative utility -should Adam and Eve actually and instantly die for overstepping the ban. Although, a rational Adam and Eve would discount the death prognosis as not credible, possibly even as irrational, but equally they would expect some replacement sanctions for transgression. 35 Such sanctions subsequently materialized: Humans having to till the soil, eviction from paradise, pains in childbirth, the mortality curse, etc. This implied costs and diminished utility for eating of the tree of knowledge. In this respect, the death prognosis as such may be empty but not God's warning regarding transgression. Hence, an economic reading would stress the speculative nature of the death prognosis: Rather than as a "liar" 36 , God may turn out to be a "rational fool" when he is subsequently outplayed and outwitted by Adam and Eve. 37 I here do not see as big a puzzle in God's claimed non-fulfilment of his "empty"
words as other interpreters have suggested. 38 Moberley later specifies his terminology regarding the death prognosis as "unreliable" and "untrustworthy" 39 which I find much more acceptable. 40 Issues of rules, their sanctions and their trustworthiness or credibility or the lack of it have been long researched in the institutional economic literature, for instance how a sovereign could establish credible rules which are honoured by subjects. 41 of life prior to the theft from the tree of knowledge, they would have already turned into gods at the point of Gen. 3:6 when they stole of the tree of knowledge. 46 God succeeded after the theft, with some time delay, to impose the mortality curse and protective measures, which safeguarded the tree of life from attack and theft. Consequently, we have to reject the hypothesis that Adam and Eve had eaten of the tree of life prior to their theft from the tree of knowledge -but with this rejection we also have to reject, on grounds of a rational choice analysis, the assumption that the tree of life was not banned from the outset of the story. Only, with the consideration of a ban for the tree of life, expected gains and costs for eating of this tree change -and we need such changes in expected costs in order to coherently explain the actual choice process that is depicted in Genesis.
This rational choice reconstruction implies that mortality and the finiteness of human existence were raised in the paradise story in a more dramatic and more significant manner as conventionally discussed. Besides the death prognosis of Gen. 2:16-17, there was the tree of life which raised the mortality/immortality motive and this important anthropological issue of human nature. In addition, the suggestion of an initial ban for the tree of life elevates the mortality condition of human nature fundamentally and centrally in the paradise story. In this connection, I also question that Adam and Eve had been granted immortality from the outset of creation, possibly even independent of eating of the tree of life. 47 Hence, the mortality feature is a significant element of the paradise story and the paradise story compares much better as previously assumed 48 , to other creation myths which highlight the mortality feature of human nature rather than the feature of autonomy and free choice. Although, it is fair to say, as Davidson, Fromm or Moberley argue 49 , that the paradise story emphasized, through the theft from the tree of knowledge, feature such as human autonomy and independence, even independence of the creator, rather than strive for immortality.
Rational Choice and the Tree of Life: Criticism, Objections and Qualifications
In the following, I discuss criticism, possible objections and qualifications to the above rational choice reconstruction. In this way, I explicate some of the underlying assumptions of my rational choice reconstruction and I further specify the hypotheses introduced above.
I already discounted the criticism that a self-interested, rational choice interpretation reflected a negative, gloomy or even immoral image of human nature. Whether we interpret the paradise story from an economic point of view or a theological one, we unavoidably meet some "negative" model of human nature with Adam and Eve emerging as thieves of God's banned property. As I suggested, such "negative" models of human nature are instrumentally, heuristically useful for both economic and theological theory building and practical intervention, as different as economic and theological theory and intervention may be. 48 Looking at their choices of eating of either or of both "divine" trees, Adam and Eve could gain some positive expected utility by eating of the tree of life (assuming it was not banned); not eating of this tree yielded a zero expected utility. On the other hand, eating of the tree of knowledge came at least with some looming sanctions -at the extreme, death.
As I argued, this expectation of sanctions diminishes utility. This was the starting point above which subsequently led me to accept the hypothesis that the tree of life was initially banned. In this connection, we may need the further assumption that eating of the tree of life as compared to eating of the tree of knowledge yielded about same positive utility: If fruits from the tree of knowledge were considerably more valuable than fruits from the tree of life, then a rationally acting God might have safely expected that a ban regarding the tree of life was unnecessary. This suggestion rests on the assumption that expected costs for 50 See Wagner-Tsukamoto, God; Wagner-Tsukamoto, "Slave Contract"; Wagner-Tsukamoto, "Paradise Story."
transgressing the ban regarding the tree of knowledge did not lower the total utility for this act below the expected utility for eating of the tree of life (with no ban existing for the tree of life). In this case, one had to deduce that Adam and Eve's choice attention regarding the "divine" trees was focused, on grounds of rational choice, on the tree of knowledge.
However, various counter-arguments can be raised. For one thing, the tree of life and the tree of knowledge are simultaneously introduced in Gen. 2:9, the tree of life even prior to the tree of knowledge. This may imply similar value, especially so since both trees are conventionally viewed as manifestations of two constituting features of divinity. For another thing, one cannot restrict Adam and Eve's consumption choices to the two "mysterious" trees. If all trees and plants of paradise are viewed as consumption targets, the tree of life is always to stand out at least as the second most attractive choice option and I argued strongly above that it had a positive, expected utility which should have driven a rationally acting, self-interested Adam and Eve to nearly instantly eat of this tree and thus acquire one feature of divinity ("immortality").
My rational choice reconstruction suggested that Adam and Eve had not eaten of the tree of life prior to their theft. Otherwise, so I argued, they would have turned into gods at the point of their theft from the tree of knowledge, they then holding both constituting features of divinity. Counter-arguments exist here in the theological debate, such as the "consumption pattern difference" thesis or the "cut off" thesis. Both imply that no ban was initially in place for the tree of life. I discuss both theses in turn, analysing how convincing they are and what assumptions they rest on in comparison to a rational choice explanation and the suggestion of a ban regarding the tree of life.
For the tree of knowledge we know that one-off eating was sufficient to acquire the divine prerogative of knowledge of good and evil. If we assume the same one-off consumption pattern for the tree of life, then we have to hypothesize that Adam and Eve had not eaten of the tree of life prior to their theft since they did not turn into gods at the point of the theft from the tree of knowledge. And, hence, on grounds of a rational choice reconstruction, we had to deduce a ban for the tree of life. A considerable body of theological research agrees with the assumption that Adam and Eve had not acquired in any form eternal life or "immortality" prior to their theft (either through eating of the tree of life or even having been initially granted immortality by God). 51 Gen. 1:27-8 and 2:24-5 strongly hinted at this, too, creating humans in a procreative manner. This implies that immortality had not been initially granted: Only procreation was to ensure "immortality" -in genealogical perspective. I question Engnell or Jobling in this respect.
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Still, some interpreters proposed the "consumption pattern difference" thesis in order to argue for immortality being enjoyed by humans in Eden. This thesis suggests that consumption effects regarding fruits from the tree of life and the tree of knowledge are dissimilar; specifically, that continuous eating of fruits of the tree of life was required to maintain immortality for humans. 53 Under this thesis, one could reinterpret Gen. 2:17:
"Once you steal from the tree of knowledge, you will forfeit your privilege to future eating of the tree of life and thus to immortality."
The hypothesis regarding differing consumption patterns implies various things:
First, we have to conceptually and logically accommodate the very idea that there were actually different consumption effects for the two trees. Nothing is explicitly mentioned in Genesis. We need in this respect an additional and rather complex assumption. It is difficult to justify this. Otzen et al. or Engnell do not give any answers in this respect. Second, as I noted above, much theological exegesis does not seem to share the view that Adam and Eve had eaten of the tree of life prior to their theft from the tree of knowledge because, otherwise, so I would specify, they would have turned into gods at the point of the theft (with divinity being defined by eating of both trees). A formidable logistic, sequential problem exists in this regard for the "consumption pattern difference" thesis. Should Adam and Eve have held immortality at the point of their theft from the tree of knowledge -due to a previous, still lasting consumption act regarding the tree of life -, they would have instantly become gods at the point of the theft. Since this did not happen, it has to be deduced that Adam and Eve did not enjoy immortality at the point of the theft. The only way to save the "consumption pattern difference" thesis is to further assume that the immortality granting but only temporary effects of eating of the tree of life "accidentally" expired at the point of the theft. This is a very strong assumption about two logically unconnected events coinciding -unless one wanted to assume a "logical junctim." logical junctim between Gen. 2:16-17 and Gen. 3:6 and the immediate loss of immortality as a result of humans eating of the tree of knowledge. Similarly, Stratton affirms that the sense of Gen. 3:22 points towards God's concern that humans may eat for the first time of the tree of life. 56 We can thus argue that the mortality curse of Gen. 3:19 is only put into effect through God's armaments regarding the tree of life in Gen. 3:24. On these grounds, I am not convinced that the "consumption pattern difference" thesis helps to clarify and simplify the conceptual logic and structure of the paradise story.
The thesis that Adam and Eve held immortality prior to their theft from the tree of knowledge also exists in the literature in a different variant as compared to the "consumption pattern difference" thesis. Jobling suggested that Adam and Eve had been granted immortality from the outset of human existence and that they needed to be cut off from this feature of divinity once they stole from the tree of knowledge. He stated:
"'Knowledge' and 'eternal life' are the twin essentials of divinity. Of the two, the man may possess only one. … [H]aving acquired knowledge, he must be cut off from everlasting life." 57 The "cut off" thesis is also opposed to a rational choice reconstruction and the proposal of a ban for the tree of life. Like the "consumption pattern difference" thesis, the "cut off" thesis connects to Gen. 2:17. Jobling notes in this connection that all would be logical in Genesis 2-3 "… if [Gen.] 2:17 were to read as 'you shall become mortal'" 58 , Adam and Eve losing immortality as a logical and instant result of the theft. Jobling, however, admits that the logic of Genesis is not transparent at this point. Still, he argues for 56 See Stratton, Out of Eden, 64; further literature was quoted above. 57 Jobling, "Myth Semantics", 47; see also ibid., 44.
58 Ibid., 47.
"permissible and indeed necessary" clarification, specifically "semantic translation" of Gen.
2:17 to "you shall become mortal."
I agree that interpretation and logical clarification are necessary and that the logical structure of the story is unclear at this point. This appears to be generally acknowledged. 59 However, I favour for various reasons a rational choice reconstruction and the proposal of an assumed, implicit, initial ban regarding the tree of life. First, nothing is explicitly mentioned in Genesis regarding Adam and Eve having been created immortal. The very presence of the metaphor of the tree of life from the outset of the story invokes the motive that immortality was only an aspirational feature of the human condition. Moberley explicitly states this, too, that humans were not created immortal in paradise and that a "cut off" thesis creates considerable problems in analysing and explaining Genesis 2-3. 60 Second, as I already noted above, already in Eden, Adam and Eve were created procreative (Gen.
2:24-5). This invokes the motive that immortality was to be realized in genealogical perspective rather than being somehow granted in paradise. Jobling even suggests in this connection that human sexuality was no issue inside paradise and hence that "… human continuance depends on immortality; it is essential to the logic of 'inside'." 61 As noted, Gen.
1:27-8 and 2:24-5 introduced procreation -and with it sexuality, so I would argue, already inside paradise. 62 Third, as I noted above, a considerable body of researchers disagrees with the view that Adam and Eve had held immortality prior to their theft from the tree of knowledge. Fourth, we encounter again the logistic problem, this time even in an aggravated version since we cannot assume that immortality accidentally expired at the point of the theft. Regarding the way the paradise story unfolds after the theft, a considerable amount of time elapsed before God noticed the theft and then intervenedputting up actual measures, in Gen. 3:24, which only then credibly prevented Adam and Eve to eat of the tree of life. This is a strong argument against a logical junctim between Gen.
2:16-17 and Gen. 3:6, immortality ceasing instantly as an immediate result of the theft itself.
Indeed, if immortality had already ceased at the point of Gen. 3:6, there would have been no need for protective measures and deterrents to be put up around the tree of life in Gen.
3:24 and neither is there a need for the mortality curse of Gen. 3:19. This argument regarding immediate effects is strengthened since we know that the effects from eating of the tree of knowledge -regarding acquiring knowledge of good and evil -actually did take immediate effect, as Gen. 3:7 outlines.
Should Adam and Eve have held immortality at the point of the theft from the tree of knowledge, we need not just a "cut off" hypothesis with God later reacting; rather, we need logistically, the last moment at which cutting off from immortality could have safely happened was immediately prior to the theft.
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In later publications, Jobling slightly recasted his argument but this, in my view, did not solve the earlier problems regarding the "cut off" thesis. He explicated:
It [eternal life] was present inside the garden (2.9), and not forbidden to man (2.16-17). It is not said that he actually ate of it -this would create narrative difficulty since it would mean that he had gained immortality indelibly -but the situation can be translated mythically as "immortality belonged to the man inside the garden." Only after his eating of the tree of knowledge does it become necessary to keep him from eating of the tree of life.
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The statement reflects Jobling understanding of immortality "belonging" to Adam and Eve inside paradise. I agree with Jobling that there were two trees at the outset, symbolizing two constituting features of divinity and that only one was explicitly banned. Jobling also disagrees with the "consumption pattern difference" thesis when suggesting that one-off eating would have been sufficient to ensure immortality for humans indefinitely ("indelibly"). However, Jobling explicitly states that the tree of life was not banned and that at the same time humans did not eat of this tree. This reflects Jobling reading of "belonging" when he speaks of "immortality belonging to man inside the garden" but Adam and Eve actually having not eaten of the tree of life. He points towards "mythic translation" of 63 A further implicit assumption to my argument is here that "human" divinity and "godly" divinity are not significantly different, for instance, one being superior to the other and thus possibly capable of stripping the other of certain divine prerogatives. 64 Jobling, "Myth and its Limits", 31, emphasis as in original. regarding eating of the tree of life in order to bring events in Genesis 2-3 to the conclusion we actually find described in the Old Testament. 65 Jobling, "Myth Semantics." 66 Jobling, "Myth and its Limits", 31.
So, however one turns this issue of a possibly differing consumption pattern for the tree of life as compared to the tree of knowledge, or immortality being somehow enjoyed by ("belonging to") Adam and Eve prior to the theft, such approaches need to invoke various and rather complex, additional assumptions in order to explain Genesis 2-3. This leads to a less parsimonious, logically less transparent and conceptually less convincing explanation than the one I proposed through a rational choice reconstruction and the suggestion of a ban for the tree of life.
Conclusion
The paper underlined the usefulness and insightfulness of an economic interpretation of the seems to be general agreement that Gen. 2:17 cannot be interpreted literally, largely because actual death did not materialize as a result of the theft. Clarifying assumptions are needed regarding the discrepancy between the death prognosis of Gen. 2:17 and the actual sanctions that followed. The big puzzle (or at least, another big puzzle), so I argued, is 68 See below.
whether the two constituting features of divinity, as they are symbolically and separately raised in the paradise story through the tree of life and the tree of knowledge, are conceptually and logically interlinked through the ban of Gen. God having to intervene, death being enforced through the flaming sword and the cherubim -the "divine security guard" 70 , who acts on God's authority. The present paper contributed in these respects also to a considerable clarification of the last three verses of Genesis 3, for which, according to Westermann, the state of biblical scholarship has been very confused. to preserve its logic and consistency but also to raise, from the outset, fundamental issues of a human anthropology of the finiteness of human existence. This also implies that the "second" tree, the tree of life, is of central need and significance to the paradise story (and subsequent stories in the Old Testament, too). Subsequent stories of Genesis and the Old Testament address this issue of immortality not only when the tree of life is again explicitly mentioned in the Old Testament (Prv. 3:18; 11:30; 13:12; 15:4) but also when mortality in any version is discussed. In this connection, the tree of life and mortality / immortality even enter contractual negotiations and the covenants between God and humans, especially so when patriarchal leaders are rewarded with longevity and when their genealogies unfold. In this respect, the genealogies set out in Genesis metaphorically reflect the tree of life (e.g. Immortality is then not as taboo to humans as Krispenz or similarly Rad claim. 74 Hence, I
fundamentally disagree with theological interpreters like Krispenz who suggested that the path to the tree of life could only be reopened through the New Testament and a Christian theology with its belief into resurrection. 75 If carefully read, there are manifold, metaphorical and figurative references in the Old Testament to the tree of life and immortality. 74 See Krispenz, "Bäume", 314-315; Rad, Genesis, 76. 75 See Krispenz, "Bäume", 317.
As acknowledged, Genesis explicitly states nothing regarding a ban not to eat of the tree of life. On grounds of a rational choice reconstruction, we can explain this absence as a logical, conceptual omission of those who were involved in writing and redacting the paradise story before it reached the version which is known to us. We may speculate that a second ban was "overlooked" by the early writers and redactors of the Old Testament or that it was there but got lost in early or later redaction processes. The historic roots of the Eden story in creation myths that emphasize the immortality / mortality feature and a ban regarding immortality is well known. Also, early or later redaction could even have intentionally written out such a ban from the paradise story since the goal was to shift conceptual analysis in the Old Testament on the knowledge feature, especially moral knowledge for setting up social contracts among humans and between humans and God.
But with the writing out of a second ban, the redactors allowed conceptual inconsistency into the paradise story. Future research into the history of the redaction process of the paradise story can address this important question on how the second ban got "lost."
